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"XT l'l ature is a social category," wrote Georg Lukacs in 1922, 
but most economists would still prefer not to think about the 
sociality of natural law, discreetly ignoring any intrusion of the 
social into their field of vision as though it were a rude and 
uninvited guest.1 Why is it that the other social sciences have 
been able to examine the social without losing the science while 
economics often seems to want to jettison the social altogether? 
While most of the social sciences have grappled with the idea 
that what we call "nature" is, in fact, a social construction, econ- 
omists have been slow to respond to this view. This is not sur- 
prising, given what is at stake: Nature and natural law have 
provided the scientific grounding of economic thought since its 
inception. This grounding of the economic in nature is both 
alluring and fatal. It allows the discipline of economics to anoint 
itself "king of the social sciences" while guaranteeing the failure 
of its explanatory powers. It is alluring in that it appears to 
place economics on the same plane as the "hard" sciences of 
physics, astronomy, and biology. Yet, when economic thought 
has to turn to nature in order to explain the dynamics of the 
economy, economic theory is drained of meaning. 

This essay will explore the grounding of economics in 

1 Georg Lukacs, History and Class Consciousness (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1976), p. 
130. Originally published in 1922. 
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natural law. I argue that natural law is fundamental to both 
classical and neoclassical economics but that nature functions 
differently in each paradigm. Keynes's General Theory repre- 
sents a break from this contingency, but his efforts were 
rapidly recuperated into a neoclassical synthesis. The develop- 
ment of economic thought since the crisis of Keynesianism in 
the 1970s has been a retreat into greater abstraction and 
reliance on natural determinants of economic dynamics. This 
line of analysis- the "new classicism" and the "new Keynesian- 
ism"- may, however, have brought the abstract individualism 
of neoclassical analysis to its logical conclusion. Recent work by 
economists applying postmodern/poststructuralist theories of 
science and the subject directly confronts the problematic issue 
of the traditional dichotomy between the social and the 
natural. These efforts have begun to construct an economics 
without appeal to an ultimate or exogenous determining force 
and with no claim for universality. These advances, while 
varied in their applications and scope, incorporate the sociality 
of nature, of the economic agent, and of the economist herself. 

Grounding the economy in nature is ultimately to leave it 
ungrounded, since nature is indeterminate. As economic 
categories are posited as natural, the conception of nature 
must, in a sense, take on these social characteristics. For 
Ricardo, the naturalization of production and value gives 
capitalism the status of natural order. In neoclassical thought, 
the exogeneity of the individual sits uncomfortably with the 
imposed axioms of rational choice. Thus the role and even 
conception of the natural depends on the perception of the 
social. While an analysis of the natural in each school of 
thought reveals a particular social sphere, in opposition to and 
domination of the natural, the relation between the two realms 
is dialectical: as one assumes characteristics of the other, the 
other generates a new model for the first.2 A closer look at the 

2 
According to David Levine: "It is not the distinct themes [of nature and capital] in 
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classical and neoclassical construction of the natural shows how 
this interconnectedness functions in each case. 

Ricardo and the Laws of Distribution 

Classical economists explicitly acknowledge the importance 
of Newtonian celestial mechanics in their construction of 
economic theory. Nature in this view operates as a machine, 
governed by exact mathematical laws of motion. This 
secularized view of nature established a distinct natural sphere 
accessible objectively through these rationally formulated laws, 
and a rigorous determinism in its analysis. Classical economists 
sought the establishment of natural laws as they operated in 
society. The "discovery" of the social in the eighteenth century 
was the "uncovering of a world the very existence of which had 
not been suspected, that of the laws governing a complex 
society."3 Adam Smith was clearly inspired by the Newtonian 
system. According to one expert, "[h]is Wealth of Nations treats 
human society as a mechanical system, functioning through 
internal processes conforming to discoverable natural laws of 
mechanics, and turning on a small number of unifying 
principles."4 

Among the classical economists, it is in the work of Ricardo 
that aspects of the economy are most clearly "naturalized." In 
the preface to his Principles of Political Economy and Taxation, 
Ricardo proclaims the determination of the natural laws of 
distribution as the goal of political economy: 

their isolation which are critical but their interpénétration and their mutual necessity, 
the manner in which each forces the other into a mold which it is unable to fit and 
which it is, in its original construction, designed to deny" (David Levine, Economic 
Studies: Contributions to the Critique of Economic Theory [London: Routledge & Kegan 
Paul, 1977], p. 158). 3 Karl Polanyi, The Great Transformation (Boston: Beacon Press, 1957), p. 84. 4 Samuel Hollander, "On P. Mirowski's 'Physics and the "Marginalist Revolution" '," 
Cambridge Journal of Economics 13 (1989): 459-470, p. 461. 
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The produce of the earth- all that is derived from its surface by 
the united application of labor, machinery, and capital, is 
divided among three classes of the community. . . . To 
determine the laws which regulate distribution, is the principal 
problem in Political Economy: much as the science has been 
improved by the writings of Turgot, Smith, Say, Sismondi, and 
others, they afford very little satisfactory information respecting 
the natural course of rent, profit, and wages.5 

Asserting the primacy of distribution, Ricardo implicitly gives 
the product a priori status, and an independence from the laws 
of distribution. A natural law of distribution is possible only by 
separating the determination of value from distribution, since 
failure to do so would render distribution contingent on 
production. This separation is thus primary for Ricardo. While 
he mainly discusses distribution in the preface to the Principles, 
and does not mention the word value, the first (and longest) 
chapter of the book is titled "On Value" and is concerned with 
showing the independence of distributional changes from 
changes in value. Value depends on the conditions of 
production and, given the naturalness of the latter, value is 
"natural value." For Ricardo, "it appears a contradiction to say 
a thing has increased in natural value while it continues to be 
produced under precisely the same circumstances as before."6 

In naturalizing value, Ricardo avoids an analysis of the 
specific process by which labor produces value and thus of the 
type of labor necessary for this production. Ricardo rejected 
Smith's labor-commanded theory of value in favor of a theory 
based strictly on labor bestowed in production, thus rendering 
exchange irrelevant to the determination of value. Since labor 
itself is valued according to the labor-bestowed theory, labor 
power, that commodity owned and exchanged by the worker 

5 David Ricardo, On the Principles of Political Economy and Taxation, in Piero Sraffa, 
ed., The Works and Correspondence of David Ricardo, vol. 1 (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1951), p. 5. 6 Ibid., p. xlvi. 
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in the Marxian framework, is reduced to the natural substance 
labor, whose existence does not necessitate exchange. 

Ricardo certainly recognized the pitfall of the strict 
labor-bestowed theory. By denying the necessity of exchange, 
and thus of its determination, exchange value also becomes 
unaccountable. This is the well-known "value problem" that 
Ricardo spent most of his later years trying to resolve. His 
solution lay in the "invariable measure of value" which would 
provide a universal law of value (instead of Smith's historically 
contingent theory) making possible the isolation of changes in 
"real value" given a change in relative value. The invariable 
measure of value permits the universalization, and thus 
naturalization, of the theory of value and follows closely 
Newtonian principles. Newton himself proposed an invariant 
measure in the debate over the possibility of measuring the 
motion of bodies in absolute terms, positing that somewhere in 
space existed "some body absolutely at rest" which could act as 
an invariant measure of the motion of bodies in space. 

Of the three distributional categories- wages, rents, and 
profits- the first two are easily attributed as shares of the 
natural product. Rent is determined by the productivity of 
land compared to the productivity of the least fertile land in 
production. Rent appears as the least problematic of the three 
distributional categories, but since it depends on the level of 
production, and thus on the stock and accumulation of capital 
and on profits, it has an economic determinant. Wages depend 
on the cost of goods required for the worker's subsistence. 
Profit is given the status of residual, what remains after rent 
and wages are paid. However, since capital is homogeneous 
and necessary to production, profits too have a necessary role. 
The link is most direct through the connection to wages. 
Profits vary inversely with wages, which tend naturally to vary 
directly with the price of subsistence goods, which, in turn, 
tend naturally to vary directly with the difficulty of production 
of these goods. As a result, the "natural tendency of profits is 
to fall," since the difficulty of production increases as 
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production moves to less fertile land. Ricardo reports, 
however, that "this tendency, this gravitation as it were of 
profits, is happily checked at repeated intervals by the 
improvements in machinery connected with the production of 
necessaries."7 

As with the concepts of production and value, the 
universalization of the distributional categories makes them 
theoretically possible and scientific. Still, the laws of distribu- 
tion have the same tendency for indeterminacy as the theories 
of production and distribution. When presented as natural in 
form, they appear naturally determined, grounded not in the 
economic sphere but in nature. Market prices will deviate from 
natural prices only temporarily due to the natural tendency for 
the equalization of profit rates across sectors. Capital, "that 
part of the wealth of a country . . . necessary to give effect to 
labour," is homogeneous- mobile and constantly in competi- 
tion with other capitals. Such homogeneity, while at odds with 
Ricardo's description of capital as "food, clothing, raw 
materials, machinery, etc.," is necessary for capital's naturaliza- 
tion.8 

If capital and thus its accumulation are natural, it is in 
nature that such accumulation is limited, both because of the 
declining productivity of agriculture and the excessive fecun- 
dity of women. Production serves only to satisfy consumption 
demand, but while the latter is naturally limitless, the former is 
constrained by nature. Here the society/nature relation takes 
on the form of an opposition. While natural law may provide 
the best model for a well-ordered economic system, nature 
represents the obstacle to the attainment of the harmonious 
outcome described by the natural law. In naturalizing the 
economic categories, the categories themselves lose their social 
(i.e., economic) determination and become grounded in 
nature. But as a result, the concept of nature becomes tinged 

7 Ibid., p. 120. 
8 Ibid., p. 95. 
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with the categories of the capitalist economy. Nature becomes 
defined in terms of the society, which is theoretically the 
self-reproduction of nature. 

Walras and the Neoclassical Conception of Nature 

The early neoclassical economists overturned the classical 
conception of the individual but retained its emphasis on the 
natural ground of economic phenomena and the natural order 
of the economic sphere. This change in the conception of the 
individual underpins the entire neoclassical revolution, which 
began with three men working independently in three 
different countries around 1870- Stanley Jevons in England, 
Léon Walras in Switzerland, and Carl Menger in Austria. 
Philip Mirowski has argued that the simultaneity of this 
discovery is not remarkable given the strong influence and 
common level of development of physics across these countries 
in the mid-nineteenth century. While the influence of 
nineteenth-century energetics clearly molded early neoclassical 
thought, it is important not to lose sight of the transformation 
of the conceptions of the individual and individual action.9 

9 The natural-law focus provides a contentious perspective on the interpretation of 
the history of economic thought. The traditional view is that there is a discontinuity- a 
paradigm shift- between classical and neoclassical thought based on the radical 
change in the theory of value. Blaug and Hollander have argued that in fact there is 
continuity as evidenced especially in the glimpses of marginalism in the work of 
Ricardo and Mill that are then developed by the early marginalists and especially 
Marshall. Mirowski, on the other hand, has identified a source of discontinuity in the 
adoption by the early marginalists of the energetics paradigm of mid-nineteenth 
century physicists. I would argue that Blaug and Hollander have constructed a Whig 
history, in which the evolution of economic ideas is a succession of solutions to logical 
flaws in previous works. Mirowski, however, in rejecting any Newtonian foundations 
of neoclassical economics, downplays far too much the continuity of economists' use of 
natural determinants and natural law in the establishment of a sense of social order 
and scientific objectivity. There is no doubt that nature functions differently in 
classical and neoclassical thought, but in both cases it is the anchor which renders the 
theory scientific. For the continuity perspective, see Mark Blaug, Economic Theory in 
Retrospect, 3rd ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1978) and Samuel 
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The new conception of the individual required a redefini- 
tion of the economic sphere. The scope of economics shifted 
from the question of the distribution of the product among 
social classes to that of optimal resource allocation under 
conditions of scarcity. This transformation of the scope of 
economic thought entailed a more deductivist mode of inquiry, 
relying on rational rather than experimental analysis. And the 
new methodology required different analytical techniques, 
with calculus now the fundamental tool of analysis. Individual 
choice was viewed as an optimization process, and such a 
process of rational choice required that all possible utility or 
profit be squeezed from a situation of choice, up to and 
including that resulting from the last- marginal- penny 
spent. Thus modern economics became synonymous with 
"marginalism" and, according to a contemporary microeco- 
nomics textbook for graduate students, "what most economists 
would classify as noneconomic problems are those which are 
incapable of being analyzed with . . . the marginalist 
paradigm."10 A century after the appearance of Walras's 
Elements of Pure Economics, the method itself has come to define 
the proper scope of economic analysis, with the altered 
conception of the individual, which brought on this method- 
driven science, looming in the background. 

For Walras, the scientific status of economics hinges on the 
natural determination of its primary focus- exchange. The 
theory of exchange and exchange value does not constitute all 
of economics, but it is the scientific dimension of economics, 
what Walras termed "pure" economics. The substance of 

Hollander, "On the Substantive Identity of the Ricardian and Neo-classical 

Conceptions of Economic Organization," Canadian Journal of Economics 15 (1982): 
586-612. For the discontinuity argument, see Philip Mirowski, "Physics and the 

•Marginalist Revolution'," Cambridge Journal of Economics 8 (1984): 361-379. The 

spirited debate between Hollander and Mirowski is found in Cambridge Journal of 
Economics 13 (1989): 459-475. 

10 
Eugene Silberberg, The Structure of Economics: A Mathematical Approach (New York: 

McGraw-Hill, 1978), p. 1. 
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exchange is "social wealth," that is, all things scarce. For 
Walras: 

Pure economics is, in essence, the theory of the determination of 
prices under a hypothetical regime of perfectly free competi- 
tion. The sum total of all things, material or immaterial, on 
which a price can be set because they are scarce (i.e. both useful 
and limited in quantity), constitutes social wealth. Hence pure 
economics is also the theory of social wealth.11 

The proper scope of pure economics is the determination of 
the scarcity-based exchange values and the analysis of the 
possibility of a general equilibrium resulting from this regime 
of exchange values. But this new scope also includes a 
reconfiguration of the role of nature. Economic outcomes 
remain grounded in nature and follow natural law, but in a 
completely different way than in classical thought. Nature 
continues to serve as an obstacle, but now in the realm of 
individual determination. 

Exchange value is natural because it is not a function of the 
will of either party of the exchange. Social wealth has value in 
exchange, but its properties are natural: it is scarce and useful. 
Thus, like the classicals, the Walrasian conception of value is 
rooted in nature. While such value is not intrinsic, its 
naturalness is based on the product's scarcity and usefulness. 
Scarcity is the driving force for social action, since it is 
scarcity- "the limitation in quantity of utilities"- which limits 
the appropriation of social wealth. The maximization of utility 
is driven by an exogenous, or natural, end because, according 
to Walras, rareté, "the intensity of the last want satisfied by any 
given quantity consumed of a commodity, ... is personal or 
subjective."12 The individual is determined in nature and 
exchange values are natural because they are a function of 
rareté. Exchange is the means by which the individual pursues 

11 Léon Walras, Elements of Pure Economics, tr. William Jaffé (Philadelphia: Orion 
Editions, 1984), p. 40. 12 Ibid., p. 54. 
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the (subjectively given) end. But even exchange functions as a 
natural act: 

Wheat is worth 24 francs a hectolitre. We observe first of all, that 
this fact partakes of a natural phenomenon. This particular 
value of wheat in terms of money, that is to say, this price of 
wheat does not result from either the will of the buyer or from 
the will of the seller or from any agreement between the two 
.... Thus any value in exchange, once established, partakes of 
the character of a natural phenomenon, natural in its origins, 
natural in its manifestations and natural in essence. If wheat and 
silver have any value at all, it is because they are scarce, that is 
useful and limited in quantity- both of these conditions being 
natural.13 

The reified notion of exchange establishes exchange value as a 
natural phenomenon and the proper scope for scientific (and, 
Walras insists, necessarily mathematical) analysis. 

The emphasis on scarcity has important implications for the 
construction of the social and social action. Society becomes the 
realm for the free pursuit of overcoming nature's scarcity. 
Social action in the Walrasian framework is the individual 

pursuit of the subjectively given end. Social action is necessarily 
rational, and freedom for the individual is his or her ability to 

pursue unobstructedly the subjectively given end, that is, to 

freely exchange social wealth in a perfectly competitive market 
in order to satisfy consumption desires. Optimal satisfaction of 
these desires- freedom- is thus equivalent to the rational 

pursuit of this goal- utility maximization. Reason and freedom 
are linked, and society represents at once the arena for the 
attainment of freedom and the cause of its elusiveness. For 
Walras it is precisely this human ability of reason which 

distinguishes social from natural science. In criticizing Say's 
definition of political economy as purely a natural science, 
Walras states: 

13 Ibid., p. 69. 
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If man were nothing more than a superior species of animal, like 
bees that work and live together instinctively, then, to be sure, 
the description and explanation of social phenomena in general 
and of the production, distribution and consumption of wealth 
in particular would be a natural science .... But this is not the 
case at all. Man is a creature endowed with reason and freedom, 
and possessed of a capacity for initiative and progress.14 

Reason is the means for the externally given individual to 
adjust to society and remain free. Freedom is thus the freedom 
to use one's reason. Implicitly, then, freedom is the freedom to 
have undetermined needs. It is an essentially individualist 
notion, with the individual given externally, that is theoreti- 
cally indeterminate. Walras writes: 

From the rational point of view, the purpose of things is under 
the purpose of persons ... a person, just because he is conscious 
of himself and master of himself, is charged with responsibility 
for the pursuit of his ends and for the fulfillment of his 
destiny.15 

The abstract conception of the individual requires a methodo- 
logical individualism. Walras's methodological individualism is 
also represented in his emphasis on general equilibrium, since 
the equilibrium methodology serves the individualist link of 
reason and freedom: 

as long as every man in the world is just as much a person as 
anyone else, each equally responsible for the pursuit of his ends 
and for the fulfillment of his destiny, all these ends and aims 
have to be mutually coordinated.16 

In the Walrasian framework, nature both grounds the 
economic agent and inspires economic order. The equilibrium 
methodology is synonymous with the external determination 

14 Ibid., p. 55. 15 Ibid., p. 62. 16 Ibid., p. 67. 
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of economic life, but only in the implied social arena do reason 
and freedom coincide. 

Keynes, Keynesianism, and the "New Economics" 

While the history of economic thought is often presented as 
a simple opposition between the classical and neoclassical 
paradigms, the Keynesian revolution sits uneasily with both of 
these groups. Much of the analysis put forth by Keynes in his 
1936 General Theory of Employment, Interest, and Money was 
fundamentally antimodernist, and constituted a break with 
both classical and neoclassical thought, including their relation 
to natural law. Keynes presented a framework in which 
equilibrium would likely be suboptimal, characterized by 
involuntary unemployment. This contrasted with the optimal 
Walrasian general equilibrium. Keynes rejected methodologi- 
cal individualism, emphasizing instead aggregate "propensi- 
ties" (e.g., of consumption out of income). Moreover, certain 
outcomes (such as the determination of the real wage) could 
not be understood without taking into account aggregate 
economic conditions. 

Keynes's emphasis on uncertainty, a condition not reducible 
to calculable risk, put into question the precision of the 
maximization method of neoclassical theory. Money, the most 
liquid asset, provides a needed mechanism for dealing with this 
uncertainty, but it also creates the possibility of insufficient 
effective demand. The monetary dimension of production 
allows income earners to delay indefinitely consumption 
expenditure. Entrepreneurs would rationally delay investment 
spending in such an event. Keynes's insight was that because of 
this uncertainty a perfectly competitive economy with no wage 
or price rigidities would still be likely to end up with 
insufficient effective demand and involuntary unemployment. 
"Unemployment develops," Keynes wrote, "that is to say, 
because people want the moon;- men cannot be employed 
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when the object of desire (i.e., money) is something which 
cannot be produced and the demand for which cannot be 
choked off."17 

The problem of the monetary economy is thus not the 
"failure" of markets, but the possibility of insufficient effective 
demand even when markets function perfectly. The unem- 
ployment problem is rooted in the institutional framework 
which itself permits the system to function. Both money, which 
provides a link between the present and the future, and 
"animal spirits," the "spontaneous urge to action rather than 
inaction" which in part determines the level of investment 
demand, are recognized as taking a particular form in the 
inherent uncertainty of capitalism. These features are not 
figured as inherent obstacles to the attainment of some social 
optimum. Keynes's views on uncertainty, money, and equilib- 
rium constitute an important break from the neoclassical 
tradition. But his implicit rejection of resource scarcity as the 
driving force in economic life was perhaps his most radical 
contribution. In Keynes's system (in the General Theory and the 
derivative growth model of Harrod), equilibrium does not rely 
on scarcity-based prices, and investment demand and capital 
accumulation are not driven exclusively by marginal- 
productivity calculation. This implies a freeing of the economic 
from the yoke of scarcity.18 

But these fundamental Keynesian insights were quickly 
brought into line with neoclassical thinking. Hicks's 1937 
article, "Mr. Keynes and the Classics: A Suggested Interpreta- 
tion," reformulated Keynes's argument within a two-market 
equilibrium model, which dropped any role for uncertainty, 
endogenous money, and money wages. The radical features of 

17 
John Maynard Keynes, The General Theory of Employment, Interest, and Money (New 

York: Harcourt, Brace, Javonovich, 1964). Originally published 1936. 18 See Nina Shapiro, "Keynes and Equilibrium Economics," Australian Economic 
Papers 12 (1978): 207-223; Nina Shapiro, "The Revolutionary Character of 
Post- Keynesian Economics," Journal of Economic Issues 11 (1977): 541-560; and Julie 
Matthei, "Rethinking Scarcity: Neoclassicism, NeoMalthusianism, and NeoMarxism," 
Review of Radical Political Economics 16 (1984): 1-11. 
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the General Theory were removed and Keynesianism became 
synonymous with the "neoclassical synthesis," or what Joan 
Robinson referred to as "bastard Keynesianism." Paul Samuel- 
son's textbook, Economics, which first appeared in 1948, firmly 
established the neoclassical synthesis as the relevant macroeco- 
nomic model. 

Keynesianism, as embodied in the neoclassical synthesis and 
the Phillips Curve (which posited a trade-off between inflation 
and unemployment) dominated economics and economic 
policy-making until the early 1970s. But the failure of 
Keynesian policy to overcome the recession of the early 1970s 
and the stagflation which ensued (recession and high inflation 
simultaneously) placed the credibility of the Keynesian model 
in serious doubt. At the same time, the intellectual rigor of the 
Keynesian framework was put into question, as economists 
increasingly questioned if the model was consistent with 
rational individual behavior, that is, whether Keynesian 
macroeconomics was supported with sufficient "microfounda- 
tions." Ad hoc adjustments to the Keynesian framework (such as 
the expectations-augmented Phillips curve) were inadequate, 
and the crisis in economic theory placed the discipline at a 
decisive crossroads: to move further in the direction of an 
institutionally driven theory of the accumulation process which 
departs from natural-law determination, or to return to the 
natural-law tradition as embodied in the abstract individual 
and scarcity model which had dominated the profession prior 
to Keynes. 

Given the long tradition of reliance on natural law to ground 
economic ideas, not only among the neoclassicals but also, as 
we have seen, among the classicals, the course taken should be 
no surprise. What is surprising, however, is the vengeance with 
which an "objective" and indeterminate natural realm was 
brought back into economic analysis. The movement began in 
earnest with the replacement of Keynes's conception of 
expectations formation with "rational expectations," in which 
individual agents form expectations about the future not solely 
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based on past experience, but on all available information about 
the economy and its functioning. These expectations will on 
average be correct, since it is assumed that individuals have 
access to the "true" economic forecasting model. The appeal of 
the rational-expectations critique for neoclassical economists 
was its firmer rooting in individual rational choice, and the 
removal of any traces of the "vague" Keynesian notion of un- 
certainty. This opened the way for a rejection of Keynesian 
macroeconomics. This possibility was pursued by a small but 
rapidly growing group of economists beginning in the mid- 
1970s. The idea was to build on the concept of rational expec- 
tations and to construct a macroeconomic model entirely from 
Walrasian foundations. That is, macroeconomic outcomes were 
constructed as the result of the optimizing behavior of (natu- 
rally) given individual agents (consumers and firms) with ra- 
tional expectations. This methodological individualism was 
claimed to overcome the ad hoc nature of Keynesian microfoun- 
dations and to thus represent a scientific improvement over 
Keynesianism. Robert Lucas, one of the founders of the new 
classical school, criticized Keynesianism for its reliance on irra- 
tionality and thus its failure to fully embrace the marginalist 
tradition of optimizing individual behavior. "Keynesians have 
long been infidels in the neoclassical temple," writes Alan Blinder, 
summarizing the new classical view.19 According to Lucas, the 
rational-choice approach is "the only engine for the discovery 
of truth."20 The perceived strength of such an approach is that 
every single theoretical conclusion can be defended on the basis 
of its grounding in rational individual behavior. 

The new classicals have concentrated their modeling efforts 
on the explanation of the business cycle.21 The root cause is an 

19 Alan Blinder, "The Fall and Rise of Keynesian Economics," Economic Review 64 
(1988): 278-294, p. 285. zu Robert Lucas, Models of Business Cycles (London: Basil Blackwell, 1987), cited in 
Blinder, "The Fall and Rise," p. 285. 

21 See Charles Plosser, "Understanding Real Business Cycles," Journal of Economic 
Perspectives 3 (1989): 51-77. 
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exogenous shock, usually assumed to be a sudden change in 
technology, which in turn brings about a change in the return 
on capital, i.e., the rate of interest. This change in the rate of 
interest alters the consumer's optimal choice of present versus 
future consumption, resulting in a change in the optimal 
supply of labor by the individual. For example, if the interest 
rate rises as the result of a technological change, the value of 
present consumption rises as well (future consumption is 
discounted more heavily). Agents will alter their desired 
combination of present and future consumption and thus 
choose to work more hours in the present. This "intertemporal 
substitution of labor" leads to an increase in hours worked and 
in output. Any technical change which lowers the interest rate 
will, conversely, result in fewer hours worked, less output, and 
eventually a recession. Key to the new-classical explanation is 
that these outcomes are both optimal: they result from 
optimizing behavior on the part of all agents. In the latter case, 
the unemployment (and drop in economic activity) which 
occurs is entirely voluntary and represents an optimal state in 
the sense that it reflects maximization behavior on the part of 
all agents. The renewed role of the natural is twofold: scarcity 
again determines the need for rational choice by abstract 
individuals and fluctuations in output are generated by natural 
phenomena such as exogenous shocks to technology. 

The focus on nature in new-classical discussions of the 
business cycle is reflected also in the policy implications. The 
popularity of new classicism brought a renewed emphasis on 
laissez-faire: the optimality of all outcomes certainly leaves no 
role for the state. But an important result in new-classical 
theory is that fiscal and monetary policies are unlikely to have 
any effect. Lucas's "policy ineffectiveness proposition" showed 
that only policies unanticipated by economic agents can have 
real effects. Thus preannounced policy changes will be 
completely ineffective. Effective policies are inadvisable be- 
cause of the uncertainty they create. 

New-classical economics has not swept the profession off its 
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feet the way Keynesianism did. Many Keynesians are uncom- 
fortable with the methodology and policy implications of 
new-classical economics. The response has been a "new 
Keynesian economics," with the aim of salvaging the Keynesian 
result of unemployment equilibrium using new-classical meth- 
odology, in particular its emphasis on rational-agent optimiz- 
ing behavior. The goal is to provide Keynesian economics with 
more formal microfoundations. The search for Keynesian 
results has focused on market imperfections and coordination 
problems, ranging from monopolistic competition in product 
markets to informational asymmetries to market rigidities 
resulting from long-term contractual obligations.22 

This combination of developments in macroeconomics since 
the demise of Keynesianism in the 1970s has created a sense of 
disarray in the profession. The search for microfoundations 
has reduced macroeconomics to microeconomics. Economists 
strongly disagree over the appropriate microeconomic model; 
some question if microfoundations are integral to understand- 
ing the macroeconomy.23 Even the ability of econometric 
models to accurately forecast or to verify theoretical hypothe- 
ses-long considered the discipline's strong suit- has been 
thrown into doubt. Edward Learner's 1983 article in the 
American Economic Review, "Let's Take the 'Con' Out of 
Econometrics," opened the door to considerable self-critical 
discussion of empirical techniques in economics.24 

What is behind this disarray? The old, accepted paradigm 
has been rejected, but no alternative model has garnered the 
broad acceptance of Keynesianism. One might expect that the 

22 For an excellent review of new Keynesianism, see Robert Gordon, "What is 
New- Keynesian Economics?" Journal of Economic Literature 28 (1990): 1115-1171. 

23 One can get a sense of this disarray even from the narrowly focused symposium 
on "Keynesian Economics Today," Journal of Economic Perspectives 7 (1993): 3-82. For 
criticism of the microfoundations quest from a post- Keynesian perspective, see Paul 
Davidson, "Rational Expectations: A Fallacious Foundation for Studying Crucial 
Decision-Making Processes," Journal of Post-Keynesian Economics 11 (1982-83): 27-39. 

24 See also Lawrence Summers, "The Scientific Illusion in Empirical Macroeconom- 
ics," Scandinavian Journal of Economics 93 (1991): 27-39. 
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reaffirmation of natural law in economics and of methodolog- 
ical individualism would reestablish the discipline's coherence 
and reputation among policy-makers. The problem, perhaps, 
is that much of the emphasis in these new developments has 
been on analytical technique. In the new-classical approach, 
every aspect of economic behavior- consumption, production, 
expectations formation, labor supply and demand, and the 
response to fiscal and monetary policy- has been placed within 
the framework of individual, rational choice. New-classical 
economics thus pushes neoclassical thinking to its logical limit, 
retaining the neoclassical obsession with natural law in the 
form of abstract individualism. Still, the euphoria of the 
Keynesian period has not been recaptured. One must begin to 
ask why in economics there is such a resistance to the notion of 
social determinants or social construction of institutions and 
individuals. A small group of economists from all ideological 
perspectives has begun to answer this question. 

The Postmodern Turn 

What does the insistence on the scientific- to the detriment 
of the social- do for the field of economics? Or rather, how 
would the acceptance of the sociality of nature change the 
discipline? In both classical and neoclassical thought, as we 
have seen, nature functions as the ultimate signified, the 
objective other in which economic phenomena can be firmly 
grounded. In the Enlightenment conception, "[n]ature be- 
comes the great Referent," writes Baudrillard. "It is ideally 
charged with Reality,' it becomes the Reality." The natural 
realm functions as both a determining and limiting force for 
the social. Because the natural is that which must be controlled 
and overcome, the construction of the natural is also the 
construction of a necessarily subordinated sphere. The 
eighteenth century marks "[n]ature's entry into the era of its 
own domination .... Nature is the concept of the dominated 
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essence and nothing else .... Everything that invokes nature 
invokes the domination of nature."25 

As subordinated other, nature has often been figured as 
"woman" in economic thought, and it is here that we begin to 
see the implications of the suppression of the constructedness 
of nature as a category. Nature in the Ricardian model is 
female both figuratively and literally, and in both instances 
presents an obstacle to be overcome in the process of economic 
growth.26 Woman is usually subsumed in neoclassical thought 
as part of a unified family whose members jointly seek utility 
maximization.27 The assumed naturalness of household labor 
and of human reproduction and nurturing justifies their 
absence in macroeconomic models of structural adjustment.28 
The maleness of "rational economic man" can be clearly seen 
in an analysis of the economic conception of the natural. 

The construction of the natural as dominated sphere, 
regardless of how it is configured metaphorically, is integral to 
the establishment of scientific objectivity. "Only to the extent 
that one person or group can dominate the whole can 'reality' 
appear to be governed by one set of rules or be constituted by 
one privileged set of social relations," writes Sandra Harding.29 
If the concepts of nature and natural law are interrogated, the 
universality of economic theories based on them must also be 
questioned. While the appeal to nature on the part of 
economists has served the presumption of generality by casting 

25 
Jean Baudrillard, The Mirror of Production (St. Louis: Telos Press, 1975), pp. 53, 

55. 
26 See Walter Weisskopf, The Psychology of Economics (Chicago, University of Chicago 

Press, 1955). 
27 See Nancy Folbre and Heidi Hartman, "The Rhetoric of Self-interest: Ideology 

of Gender in Economic Theory," in Klamer et al., eds., The Consequences of Economic 
Rhetoric (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988). 28 See Diane Elson, Gender Bias in Macroeconomics (Manchester: University of 
Manchester Press, 1991). 29 Sandra Harding, "Feminism, Science and the Anti-Enlightenment Critiques," in 
Nicholson, ed., Feminism! Postmodernism (New York: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1990), p. 
188. 
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it in terms of unquestionable universais, a critical view reveals 
instead the particularity and thus fragility of the discipline's 
conception of the economic.30 Since the early 1980s, econo- 
mists influenced by postmodern thought have questioned the 
objectivity of economics on the basis of its rhetoric, its 
conception of the individual, its gender bias, its use of 
empiricism, and its construction of the history of economic 
ideas. In closing, I would like to briefly review these 
developments. 

Economics is argument, McCloskey proclaimed in his 1983 
article "The Rhetoric of Economics," and appeals to ultimate 
truths are therefore baseless. Economic truth depends on the 
persuasive power of its rhetoric, and there is nothing beyond 
such rhetoric to establish truth. While McCloskey has limited 
his critique to economic discourse, others have explored the 
social construction of the subject of economics itself- 
individual agents, institutions, and the relations among them. 
To conceive of markets, and the institutions and individuals 
which constitute them, as social outcomes is antithetical to 
classical and neoclassical theories of competition and exchange. 
Economists have begun to move beyond critique to formulate a 
"postmodern economics," based on the rejection of both the 
naturalness of economic life and the linear progression of 
economic doctrine. Important advances have been made in 
three directions: the development of a new reading of the 
history of economic thought, the formulation of a new theory 
of prices and exchange relations, and the reinterpretation of 
Marxian economics on a strictly antiessentialist basis. 

The rhetoric approach, and its critique of objectivity, 
questions not only the discourse of economic analysis, but also 
the treatment of the history of that discourse. Some 
economists now view the interpretation of the evolution of 

30 For a close reading of a neoclassical text along these lines, see William Milberg, 
"The Language of Economics: Deconstructing the Neoclassical Text," Social Concept 4 
(1988): 33-57. 
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economic ideas as itself a terrain of struggle, suppression, and 
canon creation. Roy Weintraub, for example, has shown how 
the survey article in academic journals has served to establish a 
particular and exclusionary canon of knowledge on the 
question of the stability of equilibria. Others have focused on 
gender bias in the history of economic thought and developed 
a rewriting of the treatment of some canonical works, 
including Smith, Mill, Marshall, and Pigou.31 

Development of a postmodern analysis of value and 
exchange has been pursued from a number of different 
angles. Some have taken the notion of a rhetoric of economics 
from methodological critique to a method of studying the 
economy- "interpretive economics." The social construction of 
the individual is here viewed as a process. The individual is 
constrained by social institutions, but these institutions and 
even their meaning are formed by individuals.32 The 
interpretive approach would no doubt seem rudimentary to 
the anthropologist or sociologist. For the economist it 
constitutes a drastic change in analytical scope and method.33 
Another tack has been to problematize the concept of "market 
exchange," rejecting the reified notion of market clearly 
revealed in Walras's conception of natural exchange, but also 
evident in the Ricardian view of competition among abstract 
"capitals." If the market is a social phenomenon and exchange 
is "contested," then many of the traditional welfare results and 
labor-market analyses are put into question, and issues of 
power and policy become integral to the analysis of otherwise 

31 See E. Roy Weintraub, Stabilizing Dynamics (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1991) and Michéle Pujol, Feminism and Anti-Feminism in Early Economic Thought 
(Aldershot, UK: Edward Elgar, 1992). 

32 See William Milberg and Bruce Pietrykowski, "Objectivism, Relativism, and the 
Importance of Rhetoric for Marxist Economics," Review of Radical Political Economics, 
forthcoming. 33 See Arjo Klamer, "The Return of Interpretive Economics, or: Everyday Versus 
Academic Rhetoric in Economics," paper presented at ASSA convention, Anaheim, 
Calif., January 1993, and Donald McCloskey Knowledge and Persuasion in Economics 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), ch. 23. 
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"pure" market transactions. Moreover, this work points to the 
importance of developing a theory of endogenous preference 
formation to replace the natural "economic man."34 

Marxian economics, whose essentialist tradition is perhaps 
most fundamentally challenged by the epistemological claims 
of the postmodernists, has been reframed in an antiessentialist 
mode. Economic forces determine and are determined by 
other economic, political, cultural, and psychological forces. 
Class and class struggle remain the focus of, or "entry point" 
into, social analysis, but even class is viewed as a process, not a 
static concept. This work has been increasingly influenced by 
and integrated with feminist epistemological perspectives.35 

The project of constructing a postmodern economics has 
shown impressive progress in its short life. While research in 
this direction has been diverse, the insistence on the sociality of 
economic agents, institutions, and theoretical categories is a 
common thread. The reluctance to acknowledge this basic idea 
and its epistemological implications, in spite of its adoption in 
other social sciences, has caused modern economics to retreat 
into a position of unprecedented abstraction. It has brought 
economics to a unique era of policy irrelevance and fostered an 
internal dispute over the future of empiricism. If, as I have 
argued, the neoclassical paradigm has in fact reached its logical 

34 See Sam Bowles and Herb Gintis, Capitalism and Democracy (New York: Basic 
Books, 1988) and a recent summary of their work: Samuel Bowles and Herb Gintis, 
"The Revenge of Homo Economicus: Contested Exchange and the Revival of Political 

Economy," Journal of Economic Perspectives 7 (1993): 83-102. Also see Bruce 

Pietrykowski, "Consuming Culture: Postmodernism, Post-Fordism and Economics," 
paper presented at the Rethinking Marxism Conference, Amherst, Mass., November 
1992. Perhaps the most ambitious project has been undertaken by Mirowski in his 

pursuit of a "social theory of value," an attempt to "reorient the culture away from its 
failed naturalism." See Philip Mirowski, "Postmodernism and the Social Theory of 
Value," Journal of Post Keynesian Economics 13 (1992): 565-582, p. 567. 

35 This group has produced much good work, some of which is included in their 

journal, Rethinking Marxism. For a clear overview see Jack Amariglio, Stephen Resnick, 
and Richard Wolff, "Division and Difference in the 'Discipline' of Economics," Critical 

Inquiry 17 (1990); 108-137. On the integration of antiessentialist Marxism with 
feminist epistemology, see J. K. Gibson-Graham, "Waiting for the Revolution, or How 
to Smash Capitalism While Working at Home in Your Spare Time," Rethinking 
Marxism, forthcoming. 
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culmination point in the form of the new-classical economics, 
then economics may look seriously for the first time beyond 
the natural-law framework and toward a more interpretive 
and less deterministic mode of analysis. The ground has been 
well prepared for such an unambiguous paradigm shift. 

* I am grateful to Robert Heilbroner and Nina Shapiro for many lengthy discussions 
on the issues taken up here, and to Hedy Kalikoff and Deborah Poole for helpful 
suggestions on an earlier version of the paper. They are not responsible for any of the 
views expressed. 
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